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1.      Results from the Calibration with metallic disk

Motion issue was likely due to a miss alignment between the resolver and the motor.

The procedure was done a second time and the problem disappeared.

2. Update on plans for measurements (Lab and Machine)

PS: This week or the next before the 8th, install DSpace system in Bld 368, access to SD54 to finalise cables tests 

with motor bench, then connection of the prototype and scan.

PS: discussion last week on the test setup for the acquisition of the PMT. We will use 3 VFC with 3 Mezzanines, 2 

for the PMT and one for the Optical encoder, like this, firmware modification is reduced to the minimum.

PS: Measurements with oscilloscope based setup will allow the validation of the multi-pmt setup coupled with long 

cables + compensation.

PSB and SPS: Installation of the multi-pmt to test various beam conditions this year (plan to be written down soon)

867: Cable CK50 compensation measurement with 100m (done), in preparation measure with 200m (close to the 

final length)
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3. Status of series production: Mechanics, control and acquisition

Last week:

- cost estimate update, cost increased since we have real cost of some electronics prototypes and we changed the 

acquisition architecture (using commercial boards).

- New Profiling with ESS fund unsure the production cost for all the control systems in 2018.

- Cables with be charged this year and real prices will be known hopefully next month (EN-EL).

- Decablings of the previous installations will probably be charged to BC.

Design activities:

- Board modifications with the design office on-going, 2 boards already modified, 2 remained, 1 new design on-

going (multi-PMT).

- This week, design review of the Power boards with BL team.

- Technical student arriving to work with Jonathan on the Firmware.

- TTE selection done, decision to be taken before the 4 of March


